March 30th, 2020

“ Mining executives are washing their
hands, alright — they’re washing their
hands of responsibility for their workers’
and communities’ well-being. ”

IN NOT ACTING QUICKLY TO CURTAIL OR HALT OPERATIONS IN LIGHT OF COVID-19,
MINING COMPANIES ARE PUTTING WORKERS AND COMMUNITIES AT GREATER RISK.
HERE ARE TEN POINTS TO CONSIDER
1 — MINES ARE ISOLATED WITH LIMITED HEALTH RESOURCES

6 — REDUCED ACCESS TO CLEAN WATER

Mining projects and operations are often very isolated and far
away from adequate health facilities and supplies. Indigenous
and rural communities already burdened by inadequate access
to basic social services could be left without help.

Many mines consume and contaminate large amounts of water,
often at the expense of local sources for clean water. Frequent
handwashing, for mineworkers and communities alike, may not
be possible in many rural and remote places.

2 — MINE SITES ARE CONFINED AND CONGESTED

7 — INCREASED TENSION AND VIOLENCE

Mining often requires large numbers of workers working together
in confined spaces, and mining camps have shared eating, sleeping
and bathing facilities. Social distancing is difficult if not nearly impossible to practice in those conditions, contributing to increased
risks of transmission.

Mining companies cannot be allowed to use COVID-19 to push
forward mines that do not have the consent of local communities,
or to repress communities opposed to their activities.

3 — MINING WORKFORCES ARE TRANSIENT
Most mines today depend on mobile workforces, and the chance
of COVID-19 being introduced to remote and vulnerable communities by frequent exposure to a transient workforce is great. Fly-In
Fly-Out (FIFO) Operations require personnel to be in close proximity
in airports on planes, etc. and international operations depend on
engineers and managers flying in and out from other countries.

4 — EXPLORATION CAMPS ARE MAKESHIFT
Exploration companies often assemble and move small camps that
need to be portable and are very basic. They are often far away
from major roads and towns, and workers have limited access to
even basic sanitation. They are also more likely to encounter vulnerable populations who are otherwise protected by their isolation.

5 — PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS EXACERBATED
Some mineworkers and affected communities already face health
consequences like respiratory and pulmonary illnesses, or heavymetal toxicity. Contact with the virus could be especially harmful
for these people.

8 — CONTRACT WORKERS AT GREATER RISK
Most mines today depend on a portion or the entirety of their
labourforce being contracted out. These workers likely do not
benefit from paid sick-leave, may fail to self-isolate for lack of job
security, or may not have health benefits to cover their infection
in the event they contract the virus.

9 — OVERWORK CAN AMPLIFY RISK
Mining camps where companies have opted for lockdown shifts
in response to COVID-19 to keep mine running means those same
workers are expected to work longer hours, and be away from
their families for an undefined period of time. Exhaustion leads
to accidents and/or amplified risk of infection.

10 — MINING IS NOT AN ESSENTIAL SERVICE
Mining is only an essential service where existing stockpiles are
inadequate and its products are needed to fill emergency needs –
for example, manufacturing ventilators, not cars; building hospitals,
not office towers. But even in the most essential of circumstances,
it shouldn’t happen without consent.
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